The complexes WQx(^ n )
In this section X is a smooth variety (not necessarily proper) over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0. DEFINITION 1.1. -Let r, n be non-negative integers, we define a complex ofW(fc)-sheaves on X by:
WQx(r,n)=0-.W^x-^... The commutativity of these diagrams follows from the identities:
It is clear from the definitions that ¥V=\F=p n .
For any complex: here we use the fact that pr;,. F" maps W Qx into ZW^ Qx ^ an f I 5 ], P^P-13.21). The diagram commutes since F^Y"^.
Since F and V commute we have induced maps:
V : WQx(^+l. n)/FWQx(^ n)-^WQx(^ n)/FW^(r-l, n) and:
F : WQx(r, n)/VWQx(^+l» n)^WQx^+ l » n)/VWQx^+2, n). ,W^x -----^-----^^iW^O;
Proof: The only dimension where the commutativity is nontrivial is in dimension r. The commutativity of (a) amounts to the commutativity of:
which holds since ImVcker pr^.
The commutativity of (b) is equivalent to the commutativity of the diagram:
which of course is trivial. THEOREM 1.5. -The maps a(r, n) and P(r, n) are quasi -isomorphisms. For the proof of this Theorem we need two Lemmas both of which are essentially due to Illusie (private communication V^W^+V^QX-^WQ;
1"
1^" W^Q;---->ZW^x.
which shows that pr^.F" passes to the quotient and defines a surjective map: C-": W.Qx-^WOx). Assume next that xe W^ Q;
and that C-" x= 0 in Jf' (W^ Qx)-Let x 6 ^^^ such that pr; (x) = x. Since dF" x = p" F" rfx, F" x induces a section of ^f' (W O'x/P") which "^aps io C^x^O in Jf^W^Qx) under the projection:
(WQx/^^^WQx).
By [5], 13.17 the map:
wQx/^-W.Qx, is a quasi-isomorphism so F"x must be zero in X^WQx/P"^ hence there are sections y e W^~1 and z e W^ such that F" x = dy + p" z. This gives:
F"x=F n (rfV"^+V n z) and since F is injective on W^x we S^'-x=(^V n y^V n z, 374 N. 0. NYGAARD hence x=pr^(x)=pr^(^V"^+V"z)=0 which proves that C~" is injective.
Proof of Theorem 1.5.-We use induction on r. For r=0 the statement that oc(0, n) is a quasi-isomorphism is precisely [5], Corollaire 3.17. To prove the induction step it is then enough to show that:
is a quasi-isomorphism, and this follows from 1.6.
To prove that (3(0, n) is a quasi-isomorphism we remark that:
WQx^^/^^x^^^-^n^x^O^O^O and:
which is an isomorphism by Lemma 1.5.
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Consider the exact sequence of complexes:
To prove the induction step it is then enough to show that:
is a quasi-isomorphism and this follows from Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7.
The generalized Katz conjecture
In addition to the assumptions of section 1 we assume from now on that X is proper. Let h^n) be defined as the length of the W(^)-module H^-^X, W^), in this section we prove that (1/n) Hdg (O") lies on or above the Hodge polygon of { h° (n)/n, ..., h 1 (n)/n}. Since the Newton polygon of 0 is above (1 /n) Hdg (O") for all n ( [6] , Thm. 1.4.1) the Katz conjecture follows from the case ^2= 1. PROPOSITION 2.1. -The composite map:
Proof. -Consider the commutative diagrams: comparing these diagrams and using ?"¥"=?" we get:
(2.1.1) ^"V^^p^1-ŵ hich proves the Proposition. 
(^^/p r=Yp(n)+l, ..., i P(n).
; j=0 j=0
Then we have the following basis of O^p^M) :
[ ^n r 0 ^n r p n'""" It follows that if I denotes the length then:
It is clear that: '
and by 2.1:
Using the exact sequence:
and induction it is now enough to prove that:
The exact sequence:
shows that:
and by Theorem 1.5:
where the last equality follows from 1.7. 
. +7'c,).
We call the graph of Hdg(C), the Hodge polygon of C. To prove that (l/n)Hdg(A) lies on or above Hdg(B/n) it is enough to prove that all the break-points of (l/n)Hdg(A) lies above Hdg(B/n). Let (x, y) be a break-point of (l/n)Hdg(A) so we have: x=0o+fli+ . . . +a, and:
for some s. By (2.4.1) we can find a j such that:
so the value at x of Hdg(B/n) is equal to:
and we must show that y^y^. This is equivalent to proving that:
7^o+U-^^i+ • . . +U-^}as^J'bo/n+(j-^b,/n+ .. . +fc,_i/n, but multiplying both sides by n we see that this is an immediate consequence of the assumptions.
THEOREM 2.5. -(l/n)Hdg(0") lies on or above the Hodge polygon of {^(n)/n,^(n)/n, ...}.
Proof. -Hdg (O") is the Hodge polygon of the numbers { n° (n), n 1 (n), ... } and by 2.2 the two sets of numbers: {P(n),P(n),...} and:
{^(^^(n), ...}, satisfy the hypotheses of 2.4.
It would be interesting to know if 2.5 could be strengthened by replacing the "geometric Hodge numbers" {^(n)} by the "reduced Hodge numbers" {h j (n)=l(E i^jfj (n))} where E^:(n) denotes the oo-term in the spectral sequence: 
which gives a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns of the hypercohomology groups:
It follows that we have an injection:
and:
ker^W^^H'^W^'^E^n) so the proposition follows. are injective.
Proof. -Since kernels of F and V are killed by p" (because FV = VF = p") it is clear that if H^WQ^r, n)) is torsion free then F and V are injective.
To prove that IH1 ^(WQx^ n )) ls torsion free we use induction on r. For r=0 we have W ft^ (0, n) = W Q^ henceH l (W Q^ (0, n)) = H^ (X/W) which is torsion free by assumption.
Assume now that the H '(WQ^5? n )) are torsion free for s ^ r-1. By 1.4 we have a commutative diagram:
By the induction hypotheses and 1.5 the columns are exact and the V on top is injective. The bottom horizontal map is injective by the degeneracy assumption, it follows that the V in the middle is injective and hence IH1 '(WQ^r, n)) is torsion free.
For the remainder of this section we will assume that the conditions of 3.1 are satisfied. and since ?(E^ ^(n)) ^ /(Ej' ^n)) it follows that all the inequalities must be equalities hence E^(n)=Er(n). Proof. -We use induction on r. The statements are trivial for r = 0 so assume they hold for 5 = r -1.
We have:
0-n (p nr H^JX/W))=ke^(0-n (p n < rl) H^JX/W))^^^H^(X/B y 1.4; (b) and 2.1.1 we have a commutative diagram with exact rows:
The extreme right hand vertical map is injective by 3.2 and by the induction hypotheses ^ ~1 is bijective hence:
is an isomorphism. The third statement is an immediate consequence of these and of the diagram of complexes:
The verification that this diagram commutes is left to the reader. Proq/: -Since H^(X/W) is torsion free (by assumption), (2.2.1) implies that the left hand side is equal to:
which by 3.3 is equal to:
;(H^(X/W)/V r H l (WQ^(r,n))).
We use induction on r to show that /(H^yJX/WVV'H '(WQ^r, n))) is equal to the right hand side.
For r=0 the equality is trivial so assume it holds for s=r-1. Since:
is injective by 3.1, we have an exact sequence:
hence it suffices to show that:
Since IHI'-'-^Wn^r, ")) is torsion free by 3.1 we have:
H'(Wftx(r-l, n))/VH'(Wftx(r, n))=IHr(Wn;,(r-l, n)/^S^(r, n))
and by 1.5:
Now 3.2 implies that:
where the last equality follows from 1.7.
For n=l these equations show that ^(l)^^!), but for n > 1 they do not suffice to determine the Hodge numbers of <!>". In the next Theorem we give a formula for W(n), J^n-1.
THEOREM 3.6.-Assume that H'(X, W(?x) -" H'(X, W,(9x)
is surjectivefor s ^ n and all i.
Let v j (n)=l(H i (\, W,^)/?""-') then we have:
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Proof. -Consider the commutative diagram: The map:
0-.<D-"(/,-H^(X/W))^H^(X/W)^H^(X/W)/<D-"(p"-H^(X/
is clearly injective so we have: ((Coker ^s)=s.fo o (l)+v ns (n).
It follows that:
Now:^H^( X/W)/0-n (p n -S H^(X/W)))=(n-s)^o(n)+..,+^-sl (^^ŝ o we get the following set of equations:
s.^o^^^_^p^^ ^^-1^^^ ^o^)_^_^^o^^^^^^ j^o^^^^n
Solving these equations for K°(n), P (n), ..., K"' 1 (n) gives the formula of the Theorem.
Example. -Let X be a supersingular K3 surface with Artin invariant OQ, then it can be shown (e.g. by the methods of [10] ) that the spectral sequences: Let us show that K 1 (n) = 0 for i > n +1. If not, there will be an element x which is part of a basis of H^(X/W) such that:^n
We know that O^eH^X, WQ^) and OIH^X, WQ^)=pF [5] where F is a-linear automorphism of H 1 (X, WQ^).
It follows that:
and so:
Since pyeH^X, WQ^) we have:
(S)(x)=p i~n ¥~( n~l) (py).
Now i-n>2 so we can write: or equivalently:
i.e.
Q^^z with zeH^X.WQ^),
but this shows that x is divisible by p which is a contradiction since x is part of a basis of 
Applications
If X is a curve the conditions of 3.1 and 3.5 are satisfied for all n (this follows since the slope spectral sequence of a curve degenerates at E^ and the E^ term maps onto the E^ term of the spectral sequence:
We shall apply the results of section 3 to prove the following Theorem: proof. -Assume that C=0. By Serre duality this is equivalent to the vanishing of
is a supersingular abelian variety (this generalizes a theorem ofYui for hyperelliptic curves [13] ).
It follows that the first slope in (1 /2) Hdg (O 2 ) is 1 /2 but since the Newton polygon lies between the straight line with slope 1 /2 and (1/2) Hdg (<I> 2 ) it follows that the first slope and hence all the slopes in the Newton polygon are equal to 1/2. This shows that the Newton polygon of (H^yJX/W), <D)=(0(J(X)), F) [0(J(X))=Dieudonne module of the p-divisible group of J(X)] is a straight line with slope 1/2 so J(X) is supersingular.
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Proof. -Define:
Ui : WQx(l,n)-^WQx(l,n-l),
by the commutative diagram:
Remark that u^ : W 0^ (1, n) -> W Qx ls j ust ^ hence we have a commutative diagram of complexes:
VH^WQ^l, n^czVH^WQ^l, n-1)), for all n^ 1, hence by 2.1:
and by induction:
VH^WQ^l, n))c= n ^-^^H^^X/W)).
1=0 Next define:
by the commutative diagram: 
so V^^WQ^, n^c^H^WQ^, n-1)) and the same argument as before shows that: V^^WQ;^, n))c 0 O-^^-H^JX/W)). 1=0
We claim now that it is enough to show that: (the two vertical maps are surjective since H^ys(X/W) torsionfree implies H^ys(X/W) torsionfree by Poincare duality), which shows that:
So assuming (4.3.1) we have a commutative diagram with exact rows:
: r i i Next consider the commutative diagram with exact columns:
This shows that under the projection:
maps into H°(X, W,Q$) hence passing to the limit we get:
M"= n O-'^'H^JX/W^cH^X.WQ^P^^X/W).
1=0
Since 0> is divisible by p 2 on H°(X, WQ^) the other inclusion is trivial.
For the proof of (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) remark first that:
is an isomorphism, indeed this follows from the fact that F:WQ^->WQ^ is an automorphism ([5], I3.7b). This shows in particular that H^WQ^2^ n )) ^d HI 3 (WQ^( 2 . n)) are torsion free for all n^O, hence:
is injective for all n^O, f=2, 3.
Since the Hodge to de Rham spectral sequence degenerates at E^ it follows that the conjugate spectral sequence: E^H^X,^^/,)) => Hg^(X/fc), degenerates at E^, hence:
(H^X^^H^X/fc)) ^(X^^H^X, ^°(Q;c))^H^(X/fe)), is injective and so the diagram shows that Coker^ -> Coker^_ i is injective for all n ^ 1, hence to show Coker^=0 for all n^O it suffices to show that Cokero=0.
But WQx(l. 0)=WQ^ and V is the identity so it is clear that Cokero =0. This shows that:
is surjective for all n^O and the injectivity has already been proven so we get (4.3.1).
Next consider the commutative diagram with exact columns:
Since the map:
is injective, the map:^(^W^^H^X /WJ, H^^iW^Q^^Coker, is injective and it follows that:
1=0 is an isomorphism which proves (4.3.2).
The following Corollary was suggested by Raynaud. is a cartesian diagram hence we can construct IHI-^WQ^l)) and the maps:
: H^wnxO^HcU^^) and:
V: H 2^( X/W)^H 2 (WQx(l))•
